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THROUGH RESEARCH, 
PROTECTION

Support scientific discoveries  
and their dissemination
As an insurer, it is part of AXA’s corporate 
responsibility to be involved in building 
knowledge on risks in order to better 
prevent them and, if they do occur, to better 
protect people against their consequences. 
This knowledge is first produced by AXA 
experts using field data and in-house analysis. 
Nevertheless, in an increasingly changing 
world, our societies cannot rely solely on 
the past to explain the future, nor can we 
merely adapt existing models incrementally. 

The AXA Research Fund supports independent 
academic research to challenge historical 
consensus in areas associated with 
environmental, life and societal hazards to 
understand the current reality of such risks. 
Today’s research will help better protect 
tomorrow.

Thanks to a robust academic selection 
process, the AXA Research Fund aims both 
at supporting top-tier researchers all over 
the world and promoting the dissemination 
of their discoveries in the public debate.  
It provides researchers with the means  
and the freedom to complete their work 
successfully, so that they feel encouraged 
both to explore new avenues and to popularize 
their work for the benefit of society.

Help researchers to nurture  
public debate
Support by the AXA Research Fund goes 
beyond funding. AXA also provides its 
corporate networks and communication 
resources to help supported scientists go 
one step further in sharing their knowledge 
with a broader audience, thus empowering 
them to actively inform public debate on 
risks threatening our societies. In this 
perspective, popularization workshops and 
academic events are regularly organized.  
The AXA Research Fund’s Books of 
Knowledge provide a readily accessible  
and concrete introduction to the work of 
supported researchers in order to ease  
their contact with risks experts, decision 
makers and the media.

This scientific philanthropy initiative is a 
major component of AXA’s commitment  
to better protect people against risks.

Science helps our societies and insurance companies  
to better protect people against risks.

€200M TO BE COMMITTED TO 
RISK RESEARCH BY 2018. 
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As of January 1st, 2015

ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS SOCIOECONOMIC RISKS
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KNOWLEDGE
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SOCIAL MEDIA 

CONFERENCESSHARING THE
KNOWLEDGE
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PROJECTS 
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DOCUMENTARIES  
& INTERVIEWS
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A RISK RESEARCH 
OBSERVATORY

In our modern societies, risks can no  
longer be perceived as mere fate:  
better access to information allows us  
to better manage them. 

Better knowledge  
for better protection
While insurance tends to be considered  
as the most sensible way to protect people 
against risks, it can only be provided if  
the risk to be covered is sufficiently known 
and understood. Research on current and 
emerging risks is therefore crucial to enable 
our societies to prevent or at least to 
mitigate the consequences of these risks. 
For instance, one day, with the help of 
volcanologists and their extensive knowledge, 
insurers may be able to offer better coverage 
for the air-traffic disruption caused by 
volcanic ash plumes.

New worlds, new challenges
To this end, in order to support researchers 
on relevant topics and build on the legitimacy 
that is ensured by their academic freedom, 
the AXA Research Fund needed a map to 
explore the lands of risk research. 

Once again, we turned to scientists and 
asked the Institute for Complex Systems 
(France) to search for the word “risk” in the 
largest database of scientific publications. 
Out of 13 million scientific articles, 2 million 
actually contained the word “Risk” (15%), 
representing a threefold increase over the 
past ten years. These research articles  
bred a wealth of major risk hubs with various 
and sometimes unexpected connections, 
which are pictured on this enlightening map. 
Climate Change, Diabetes, Retirement, 
Floods, Hypertension, Financial Market, etc. 
constitute high-growth hubs. 

This unique dynamic cartography of risk 
research maps out the landscape of 
present and future major risks currently 
being tackled by scientists. It provides 
direction to better anticipate tomorrow’s 
challenges. Indeed, these territories of risk 
research  and the bridges between them 
are still largely unknown, but scientists are 
determined to fully explore them thanks to 
support from society. AXA is proud to fully 
take part in supporting today’s explorers.

Scientists are today’s explorers: they help us discover 
and investigate risk territories.
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As an insurer, we have decided to support research on risks that relate to our 
business and that are major challenges for our societies. Within a very large range 
of disciplines, this mainly includes the following: 

Calls for applications are yearly open for these three risk categories, for Chairs and 
Post Doctoral Fellowships, while Joint Research Initiative proposals are submitted by 
AXA Teams.

Each year, the AXA Research Fund issues thematic priorities within the main risk 
categories, resulting from active discussions between international researchers and 
AXA experts. This process leads to the sourcing of Awards and Outlook candidates, 
by ad-hoc Search Committees.

OUR SUPPORT  
TO RESEARCH

ENVIRONMENTAL 
RISKS
Climate Change, 
Weather Hazards, 
Volcanic and Seismic 
Risks, Biodiversity 
Risks, Socioeconomic 
Consequences…

LIFE RISKS

Longevity, Infectious and 
Non-infectious Diseases, 
Healthy Lifestyle, Mental 
Health, Health 
Policies…

SOCIOECONOMIC 
RISKS
Finance and Systemic 
Risks, Sociopolitical 
Risks, Macroeconomic 
Risks, Decision Making, 
Risk Modeling…
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SUPPORT FOR COLLABORATION 
BETWEEN THE ACADEMIC 
WORLD AND SOCIETY

Outlooks Up to €250K
Innovative researchers with high potential  
for popularization are spurred to disseminate 
their findings to a wider audience through a 
variety of means. Thus easing the dialogue 
with academic communities, policymakers, 
decision-makers, experts, and other opinion-
leaders (journalists, NGOs, etc.). Sourcing by 
ad-hoc Search Committee.

Joint Research Initiatives 
Up to €200K
Under the leadership of a senior academic 
researcher, a collaborative framework is 
offered to academics with an AXA in-house 
expert team, providing essential elements 
for the success of their projects (data, field 
access, expertise, etc.). This framework 
aims at producing research publications in 
the open literature, available to everyone.
Proposals are submitted by AXA Teams.

SUPPORT FOR ACADEMIC 
INNOVATION

Chairs Up to €3M 
Research institutions are offered help to 
attract top-tier international professors, 
through capital endowment. Calls for 
applications.

Awards €250K 
Mid-career researchers with extremely 
high potential for innovation in their fields 
are supported to develop and test their 
hypotheses, thus accelerating the pace  
of innovation. Sourcing by ad-hoc Search 
Committee.

Post-Doctoral Fellowships €120K
Each year, support is provided to some thirty 
talented young researchers at the outset 
of their careers (postdoctoral fellowships). 
Calls for applications.
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SELECTION PROCESS

All funding decisions are ultimately made by the AXA Research 
Fund Scientific Board.

Our grants are awarded following a transparent and robust 
selection process, which is overseen by our Scientific 
Board, mainly composed of famous senior academics. 

> Chairs and Post-Doctoral Fellowships 
are open to applications through the host 
institution. Each application is assessed 
by at least three recognized independent 
reviewers, who are able to give their opinion 
in complete freedom and anonymity.

IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE LARGEST DIVERSITY OF CANDIDATES 
(PROFILES, COUNTRIES AND TOPICS):

> Proposals for Joint Research Initiatives 
are designed jointly by Academic and AXA 
Teams, and submitted by the AXA Teams. 

> Nominees for Awards and Outlooks 
are proposed by topic-specific Search 
Committees formed on the basis of  
yearly priorities.

Academic excellence of the 
institution and the host laboratory

> Quality of its research:  
publication in scientific reviews, presence  
of internationally renowned researchers.

> Quality of the research environment and 
working conditions offered to researchers.

> Relationship to the international 
community: international impact of the 
research carried out.

Robustness of the project

> Consistency between the research  
project and the institution’s long-term 
development policy.

> Operational strength and quality of the 
organization set up to support this project.

THE CRITERIA USED FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC 
ASSESSMENT OF ALL APPLICATIONS ARE THE FOLLOWING:

Academic excellence  
of the project

> Scientific originality and innovative nature 
of the project.

> The project’s contribution to strengthening 
international networks.

Academic excellence of the leading 
researcher

> publications, prizes and awards, 
participation in colloquia, international scope 
of the applicant’s career, etc.

Build-up opportunity 

> With equal levels of academic excellence, 
applications whose topic have received 
less funding or that come from emerging 
research centers may be given priority.
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ASSISTANCE
TO INSTITUTION

ASSISTANCE
TO CANDIDATES

AXA RF SCIENTIFIC
BOARD’S APPROVAL INSTITUTION

APPLICATION

500
each year

TRACK
RECORD

PEER
REVIEW

BIBLIOMETRICS

BASED ON INSTITUTION’S 1 MONTH

3 MONTHS

3 MONTHS

RESEARCHER
APPLICATION

400

ASSESSMENT BY
AN ACADEMIC PANEL

28
SENIOR
RESEARCHERS

CANDIDATES
SELECTED

90

SHORTLISTED
CANDIDATES

50

CANDIDATES
SELECTED

25

SIGNING OF GRANT
AGREEMENT

START OF
RESEARCHER’S

WORK

WELCOME TO THE
AXA RESEARCH FUND

COMMUNITY

ASSESSMENT BY EXPERT
ACADEMIC REVIEWERS

2
per application

450
referees contacted 
among a database

of 2,000 referees
in 38 countries

1,100
registered 

institutions

Communication 
Skills 

Assessment

SELECTION BY AXA RF
SCIENTIFIC BOARD

JOURNEY FOR POST-DOCTORAL 
FELLOWSHIPS APPLICATIONS
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PROFESSOR
TOM KIRKWOOD
Chairman

SCIENTIFIC 
BOARD

Tom Kirkwood is Professor of  
Medicine and Associate Dean for 
Aging at Newcastle University, having 

previously been Director of the Institute  
for Aging and Health from 2004-2011. 
Educated in biology and mathematics at 
Cambridge and Oxford, he worked at the 
National Institute for Medical Research, 
where he formed and led a new research 
division till 1993, when he became 
Professor of Biological Gerontology at the 
University of Manchester. His research is 
focused on the basic science of aging and on 
understanding how genes as well as non-
genetic factors, such as nutrition, influence 
longevity and health in old age.  
He is a Fellow of the Academy of Medical 
Sciences and a Senior Investigator of the  
UK National Institute for Health Research.  
He was European President (Biology) of the 
International Association of Geriatrics and 
Gerontology, chaired the UK Foresight Task 

Force on “Healthcare and Older People” 
in 1995, led the project on “Mental Capital 
Through Life” within the recent Foresight 
program on Mental Capital and Well-Being. 
He was Specialist Adviser to the House of 
Lords Science & Technology Select 
Committee inquiry into “Aging: Scientific 
Aspects” and has served on the Councils of 
the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences 
Research Council (BBSRC) and of the 
Academy of Medical Sciences.
  
Tom Kirkwood has published more than 
300 scientific papers and won several 
international prizes for his research. He is  
a frequent contributor to television, radio 
and press discussion of scientific issues. 
His books include the award-winning “Time 
of Our Lives: The Science of Human Aging,” 
“Chance, Development and Aging” (with 
Caleb Finch) and “The End of Age” based  
on his BBC Reith Lectures in 2001.
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ACADEMICS

Prof. Nihat Berker 
President of Sabanci 
University, Turkey  
and Emeritus Professor 
of Physics, MIT, USA

Prof. Lawrence Lessig  
Roy L. Furman  
Professor of Law,  
Harvard Law School & 
Director of the Edmond 
J. Safra Center for 
Ethics, Harvard, USA

Prof. David Spiegelhalter 
Winton Professor for the 
Public Understanding 
of Risk in the Statistical 
Laboratory, University  
of Cambridge, UK

Prof. Alessandra 
Casella 
Professor of Economics, 
Columbia University 
and Research Associate, 
National Bureau of 
Economic Research, USA

Prof. Dominique 
Pestre 
Professor, History  
of Science and 
Science in Society, 
EHESS, France

Prof. Maria  
A. Blasco 
Director and Head 
of the Telomeres and 
Telomerase Group, 
National Cancer 
Research Centre 
(CNIO), Spain

Dr. Valérie  
Masson-Delmotte 
Research Director in 
Paleoclimatology,  
LSCE, France

AXA REPRESENTATIVES

Eric Chaney 
chief economist,  
axa group & head of 
research, axa investment 
managers 

Anne-Juliette Hermant 
global head of learning 
and development, axa group

Alban de Mailly Nesle 
chief risk officer,  
axa group 

Lucie Taleyson 
technical and marketing  
director, axa group life 
solutions

Véronique Weill 
chief operating officer  
and member of the 
management committee,  
axa group
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A VIBRANT COMMUNITY  
of researchers 

Ayesha Siddiqi 
king's college london (uk)
“Without the AXA grant, 
I would not have been able 
to pursue my research. It's as 
simple as that. The grant gave 
me the opportunity to study  
in an institution in Europe and 
find funding for it. So really 
AXA has made possible what 
I have been dreaming of for 
the last many years.” 

Prof. Abdul Barakat 
école polytechnique (france)
“Thanks to the AXA Research 
Fund, I have been able to 
expand my network of contacts 
in the research world. This 
has opened up unexpected 
opportunities for me to 
collaborate on new projects, 
which I never would have 
imagined before joining AXA’s 
research community.” 
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AXA Research Alumni & Friends
#axarf 
@AXAResearchFund AXA ResearchFundLive

DISCOVER MORE

Dr Pablo Winant 
paris school of economics 
(france)
“It can be challenging for 
a researcher to explain his 
research topic in a simple way. 
The AXA Research fund gave 
me training and good advice 
for popularizing my research 
and getting my message 
accross. This also gave me 
the unique opportunity to 
share my research topic 
with top executives in the 
business world.” 

DETAILED RESEARCH PROJECTS 
on  

axa-research.org

TALKS, NEWS, WEBDOCS 
on  

gallery.axa-research.org
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A SAMPLE OF  
AXA RESEARCH FUND’S 
BOOKS OF KNOWLEDGE

No 2 ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS

• Climate Change

• Weather Hazards

• Volcanic and Seismic Risks

• Biodiversity Risks

•  Socioeconomic Consequences  
of Environmental Risks

No 3 LIFE RISKS

• Longevity

• Healthy Life Style 

• Non-infectious Diseases

• Infectious Diseases

• Psychology, Mental Health and Addictions

• Health Policies

No 1 SOCIOECONOMIC RISKS

• Decision Making Under Risk and Uncertainty

• Major Risks Impacting Corporations

• Finance and Systemic Risks

• Sociopolitical Risks

• Macroeconomic Risks and Regulation

• Measuring and Modeling

Books available for download on www.axa-research.org/corporate-publications 

Photos credits: Institut des systèmes complexes (Paris), Jean-Michel Meigné, Emmanuelle Marchadour, Philippe Lavialle (École polytechnique), Benjamin 
Boccas, Marco Candeias, Anaïs Boué, Nicolas Waisbord, Hiroko Nakatani, Sophie Cypowyj, Esther Aarts, David Polishook, Marie Pohl, Miho Janvier, Melis 
Karaca, Ayesha Siddiqi, Ami Citri, Juan Alberto Mondotte, Bin Wang, Ramon Planet-Latorre, Ruth Fernandez-Garcia, Patricia Brekke, Natasha Chamberlain, 
François Gemenne, Sabrina Fossette, Getty Images, Picture Tank/Thomas Ball. Illustrations: Fanny Le Bras, Agence idé. Design and production: 

This document was printed by a professional Imprim’Vert - certified printer using vegetal inks, on paper made entirely 
from fiber originating from forests managed in a sustainable and equitable manner or controlled in a factory which is 
ISO 14001 and EMAS certified. 
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